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included Bangalore, Kollar, Sera or Cutta and other places in
Mysore in 1648. In the course of these wars, Shahaji forced the
old Naik chiefs of Madura and Tanjore to submit to the suzerain
authority of Bijapur and pay tribute. During the varying fortunes
of his long career, Shahaji continued to retain the enjoyment of
his Jahagirs in the Mysore territory down to his death in 1664.
Bangalore was his headquarters, and was in those days the most
southerly encampment of the Maratha armies in the south. When
his son Venkoji succeeded to this Jahagir, there were some inter-
necme disputes between the Naik rulers of Tanjore and Madura, <
and the Tanjore prince was defeated in the struggle. He then
sought refuge at the Bijapur Court, and that Court ordered
Venkoji to place the Tanjore prince on his throne. Venkoji
marched at the -head of 12,000 troops and obtained a great
victory, and established the refugee Prince on his throne. The
adherents of the Prince, however, quarrelled among themselves,
and Venkoji was invited by one of the factions to seize the fort
of Tanjore. The Tanjore Prince fled at the approach of the
Marathas. Tanjore was taken by Venkoji in 1674, and he removed
his headquarters from Bangalore to Tanjore in 1675.
The most noteworthy event during the period of VenkojFs
rule over Tanjore, was the expedition of Shivaji in those parts of
the country in 1676. Shivaji obtained easy possession of the Kama-
tik Jahagir of the family, and Venkoji was unable to maintain his
position. The Bijapur government recognized Shivaji's claim to
the Karnatik Jahagir, including Tanjore and Thichinopoly. Vcnkoji
was filled with despair at this success of his half brother, and
resolved to be a Byragi, and retire from the world, but Shivap
wrote a characteristic letter to his brother, and reminding him
of his duty, dissuaded him from becoming a Byragi. Shivaji at
this time generously yielded all his claims to his father's patrimony
to satisfy his brother. This generosity had the desired effect, ami
Venkoji continued to be in charge of his principality down to the
time of his death in 1687. In the interest of the Maratha con-
federacy it would certainly have been better if Shivaji had
strengthened his hold in these parts at this time. By his abandon-
ment of the kingdom to Venkoji, he cut off this settlement from
its proper place in the united Maratha kingdom, and Tanjore
suffered grievously by reason of this isolation. Venkoji was not
a strong ruler, and in consequence of his inability to retain his
distant possession in Mysore, he was obliged to make Bangalore
over to the Mysore Rajas, who purchased this Maratha town for
the small sum of three lakhs. These cessions cut off the Tenjore
kingdom completely from its parent source in the Deccan, and it

